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Abstract: Doctor AI imitates human doctor’s forecasting potential and gives diagnostic results
that are clinically significant. Prognosticating Clinical Incidents is a timeseries based RNN
model. It is implemented and employed to longitudinal time stamped electronic health record
data from a twenty thousand patients over a decade. Encounter medical logs of patients data
such as diagnosis codes, medication codes and procedure codes are input data to RNN to
predict the diagnosis and medication types for a future visit of patients in a hospital. Doctor AI
evaluates the history of patient’s to prepare one label for each diagnosis predictions and
medication types i.e.,multi-label forecasting/prediction. Leveraging huge historical patient
details in electronic health records (EHR), a collective generic and comprehensive predictive
model that covers perceived health state and medication uses for EHR, is new approach in
disease progress identification.
Keywords- Electronic Health Records (EHR), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Mimic,
Neural Networks, ICD9.
1. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare is one of the most sensitive domain that is directly connected to us in emotionally,
physically, mentally and financially. So, the impact of the new economy and technology in
healthcare requires immediate attention to address the challenge they bring to the society.
Insightful clinical conclusions aids foretell the information at the time of care particular to the
victim and giver needs. The mores of connected medical devices and AI-integrated software
application can give a huge amount of details to the healthcare peoples which they can utilize to
produce benefical information.This data can be of diverse sorts such as administrative
statements, patient health digital logs, connected device information, transliteration & clinical
notes, and patient assessments. But, most care providers, even top healthcare companies, need
advanced architecture and data management systems to regulate data collected from multiple
origin. Electronic health records (EHR)/ Electronic Medical Records represent patients’ and
doctors' longitudinal experience in hospitals and clinics. The EHR data are being used with
expanding prevalence to forecasting upcoming events. Previous research works has focused
specialized forecasting analysis models that predicted a limited group of results. Although,
everyday clinical practice contains an unplanned and diversified mix of incidents and requires
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several forecasting models for thousands of patients' information. It is unfeasible to create and
assemble specialized models for each and every situation. Depending upon the enormous
chronicled patient details in EHR, the planned research project is based on a predictive model for
generic diseases covering perceived health conditions and preventive medication drug uses of
disease and their procedures. It is a temporal dimensions model using RNN and was createed
and implemented with documented time-stamped EHR data. The major theme of this work is
whether or not chronicled data of EHR may forecast doctor upcoming clinical diagnoses and
patient’s medication order.
This article major goal was to utilize patient longitudinal visit information to forecast the
upcoming visit's doctor diagnosis and medication order. As a secondary goal, the prediction of
the next visit time for the patient is forecasted. Forecasting the next visit time smooth the
direction of whether a patient may be or not in detain in seeking health care.
The Doctor AI model, carry out prediction for multi-label scenario. It means one for each and
every disease or medication types over time whereas the sequence labeling tasks prognosticates
unique label at every process. The main problem was to find out a adaptable and desirable
model competent of executing the multi-label forecasting questions.
2. RELATED WORK
In handling with time based sequences, there are 2 most significant classes of approach had
proposed.One is continuous-time Markov chain based models [1], and second significant one is
intensity-based point process modeling techniques such as Hawkes processes [2]. The above
mentioned models are costly to calculate, particularly for nonlinear problems. It frequently do
strong suppositions about the information production process, which might not be genuine for
EHR information. A modeling tactics is to create a non-specific approach to constitute the
patient timebased medical care and health experience to forecast all the diagnoses, medication
categories, and visit time. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have been hugely used for
sequential data in representation learning.
Most of the current scholars aiming to model the temporal progression of a specific disease
based on either intensive use of domain-specific knowledge [3] or taking advantage of advanced
statistical methods [4]. Research has been conducted on Alzheimer's disease [5] and [6],
glaucoma [7], chronic kidney disease [8] and [9], diabetes mellitus [10], and abdominal aortic
aneurysm [11].
Now-a-days, scholars are started to construct neural network-based methods to Electronic health
record to employ its capacity to study tedious patterns from data. From the previous research
works, such as phenotype learning [12] or representation learning [13], have not fully addressed
the sequential nature of EHR. [14] It is specifically correlated to this project in that both system
utilize RNN for sequence forecasting. Although, whereas [14] applies regular times series of
real-valued variables collected from ICU patients to forecast upcoming diagnosis codes, we
applied discrete medical codes (e.g., diagnosis, medication, procedure) extracted from
longitudinal patient visit records. In every visit, the proposed model is forecasting the output of
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diagnosis, medication order in the next visit, and the time to the next visit of admitted patients in
the particular hospital.
3. METHODS
The primary goal of this proposed system is to use the episodic patient visit proceedings to
predict the doctor's diagnosis, medication and prescriptions order of the following visit time.
The workflow of the proposed system is displayed in fig.1

Fig.1. Flowchart of the proposed model
3.1 Problem setup
To forecast the doctor diagnosis and medication order of the upcoming visit .
3.2 Data
MIMIC-III (1.4V) integrates de-identified, broad-ranging; in-depth health data of patients'
information admitted to the BIDMC in Boston, Massachusetts makes it broadly accessible to
scholars and scientists internationally under an user data accordance. The general summary of
MIMIC-III critical care database is shown in fig.2

Fig.2.An Epitome of MIMIC-III critical care db
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This database was the origin of medical information records such as time-stamped nurse and care
taker-verified physiological measurements such as hourly taken documentation of various
heartbeat rate, respiratory rate and arterial blood pressure . Then documented progress notes of
care providers, continual intravenous drip medications and fluid balances of patients are noted in
this database.
Table-1:Summary of the data tables constitute the critical care database of MIMIC-III (v1.3)
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The input features are medication codes,procedure codes and ICD9 codes are utilized. The
International Classification of Diseases Ninth Revision (ICD) is a globally used diagnostic tool
for epidemiology, health management and clinical purposes.The ICD is originally developed as a
health care classification system, providing a system of diagnostic codes for classifying diseases,
including nuanced classifications of a wide variety of signs, symptoms, abnormal findings,
complaints, social circumstances, and external causes of injury or disease. This system is
designed to map health conditions to corresponding generic categories together with specific
variations, assigning for these a designated code, up to six characters long. Thus, major
categories are designed to include a set of similar diseases. The International Code of Diseases
version9 contains the codes from encounter visits of patients in medical condition of patient
problem, medication, surgery procedure and diagnosis codes. Generic product identifier
medication codes and current procedural terminology codes are excerpted from medication and
procedure orders.
All codes are mapped with time-stamped with exact patient visiting time. If a patient get more
codes in one visit, that codes are assigned with the same timestamp. So, in this research, we
removed patients that made less than two visits. Table I shows the summary of the data tables
comprising the MIMIC-III (v1.3) critical care database.
3.3 Proposed model
This step sketch the RNN-GRU model for multi-label point processes. It also describes how the
doctorAI going to forecast diagnosis code, medication order, and patients visit time using this
algorithm.
Every patient, the observations are reported from a multi-label point process in the form of (ti, xi)
for i= 1. . . n. Each and every pair represents an incident/event, such as Outpatient care,
ambulant services, patient visit, during which many medical codes such as ICD-9 diagnosis
codes, procedure codes, or medication codes are recorded in the victim medical log. The
artificial vector i.e.,multi hot-vector xi ∈ {0, 1} p represents the medical codes assigned at time
ti, where p indicates the number of distinctive medical codes. At every timestamp, it may excerpt
higher-level codes for prediction utilization and denote them by yi. The number of visits and
events vary for every patient.

Fig.3. Representation of next visit time prediction
Fig.3. shows how RNN is applied to findout the forecasting of the next patients' visits time and
the codes mapped during each visit. The first layer fitted with the top-dimensional put in vectors
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in a low-dimensional scope. The succeeding layers are the recurrent layer units (hither two
layers), which study the patient's status at each timestamp as a real-valued (original) vector. The
status vector has been used. We apply two dense layers to produce the codnext timestamp's
codesd the duration until the next visit.
Gated Recurrent Units Prefatory:
Specifically, in this project, RNN is implemented by using Gated recurrent units. GRU is related
to LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) as both are utilizing different way if gating information to
prevent vanishing gradient problem. The GRU controls the flow of information like the LSTM
unit, but without having to use a memory unit. It just exposes the full hidden content without any
control over the system.GRU is relatively new, the performance is on par with LSTM, but
computationally more efficient and less complex structure. So the researchers and scientists are
applying it more and more in the real time scenario. To accurately describe the structure of
network applied in this project, we reiterate the mathematical equation (eq.1) of Gated recurrent
unit as follows:

(1)

Where zi is the update gate and the ri is the reset gate, h˜i the intermediate memory unit, and hi
the hidden layer, all at time step ti.

Fig.4. Architecture of GRU
Fig.4 depicts GRU Architecture, where xi, zi, and ri respectively represent the input, update gate
and the reset gate, h˜i the intermediate memory unit, hi the hidden layer, all at timestep ti. Wh,
Wz, Wr, Uh, Uz, Ur are the weight matrices to be studied.
The Elman Network (Recurrent Neural Network) and GRU's outstanding difference is that the
previously hidden layer hi-1 and the present input xi didn’t alter the current hidden layer hi.
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In lieu of, they alter the values of both gates zi, ri, and the intermediate memory unit h˜i. Now the
present hidden layer hi is updated by h˜i and zi. Due to the σ function, both gates zi and ri have
values between in the ranges of 0 and 1. So, that the reset gate ri is close to the value 0, the
intermediate memory unit h˜i will ignore the previous values of the hidden layer hi-1. If the
update gate zi is close to one, the current hidden layer hi will ignore that current input xi and
keep the value from the past time step hi-1.
The reset gate permits the intermediate layer of hidden to release any details and information
regarding the project that is unuseful in making a forecasting and the update gate manage how
much data from the previously hidden layer could be communicated to the current hidden layer
for future prediction in output. So, these Gated recurrent unit attributes are useful and it will be
really difficult to find out the important information to forecasting the succeeding diagnosis,
medication codes and the time duration of patient until the next visit.
4. RESULTS
4.1Dataset Collection
MIMIC-III is a medical relational digital database of
25 tables. The tables are connecnted by identifiers, which generally having the suffix 'ID.' In this
db, SUBJECT_ID represents an individual patient; HADM_ID represents to a unique admission
to the hospital. ICUSTAY_ID represents to an unique admission to an intensive care unit.
Charted measured events are doctor notes, laboratory tests, and fluid balance are collected in a
series of 'events' tables. The OUTPUTEVENTS table contains all measurements related to output
for a patient, whereas the LAB EVENTS table holds the laboratory test results for a patient.
The tables are prefixed with 'D_' are dictionary tables and provide definitions for identifiers.So,
every row of CHARTEVENTS is combined with a single ITEMID, denoting the events
measured, but it does not include the measurement's orginal name.
By merging of CHARTEVENTS and D_ITEMS on ITEMID, it is feasible to find out the method
denoted by the given ITEMID.
The queried output of relational database attributes and features are in CSV sheets of the
MIMIC3 dataset is used for this proposed system implementation is shown in fig.5.

Fig.5. Clinical CSV of Mimic III (1.4) data
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4.2 Data Wrangling
The normal range of lab values was extracted from the given information.
Table-2 shows the patient lab measurement of minerals in their body with their lower limit and
upper limit compared to their recorded standard measurement values.
Table-2: Normal range of lab values

Duration of patient lab events from input events is used to predict their chart events for a further
hour treatment.
Table-3 shows the chart events of lab measurements of a patient with KCL and Calcium in their
body with timely measurement.
Table-3: Duration of patient lab events from input events

Patient admission details in the Emergency ward are collected to know about their causes of
admission and the particular hospital's treatment.
Table-4: displays the patient admission details in Beth Israel hospital in the ICU unit.
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Table-4: Patient admission details in the Emergency ward

Prescriptions of drugs for the patients with their ICD9 code mapping are used to predict the
timely guidance to take particular prescript medications for recorded patients. Table V displays
the prescriptions of drugs and their generic name for particular patients admitted to the ICU
ward.
Table-5: Prescriptions of drugs for the patients

4.3 Data Exploration
The time-stamped recording of patient lab measurements from an input, chart, and KCL
procedure events is displayed in fig.6.
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Fig.6. Inputs and procedures for longitudinal visits
The fig.7 displays Hours since admission the Value of Measurement of Arterial Blood Pressure
Alarm- Low and High Value, Heart Rate Alarm– Low and High Value, O2 Saturation
Pulseoxymetry Alarm – High and Low, Respiratory Alarm – High and Low.,

Fig.7 Hourly measurement of lab events
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Fig. 8 displays the First lab measurement of Hemoglobin on the ICU admission patients with
their survival and non-survival condition in ICU.
The below fig.9. displays the total number of patients having vancomycin disease positive on a
particular day in the hospital.

Fig.9 Total patients Vancomycin positive
4.4 Implementation of RNN Algorithm
Model is split into 80% of the patients as the training set and 20% as the test set. Over fitting was
avoided by using dropout. Dropout is used between GRU layers, where GRU layers are used for
code prediction and the prediction layer is used for time duration distribution and prediction.
Norm-2 regularization is used on both Wcode and Wtime. RNN can learn precise attribute
representations of patients by collecting the exact information from the past and the present set
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of codes, which outstands the performance of random details of frequency baselines in
implementation.
This results shows RNN model with many layers has the capacity to learn effective
representations. But the results, indicate single layer have more strength to learn dynamic
representation of medications. The output displays RNN can learn a good prediction of the
patient condition as it sees huge and longer patient records. Patient visits are mapped with health
is in danger (i.e., poor health). Patient with higher visit shows they are suffering from severe ill
diseases and from this it is easy to predict the future scenario. Fig.10. shows training data of the
RNN model.

Fig.10. Training data
5. CONCLUSION
This project is proposed using RNN based model to learn efficient patient from many
longitudinal patient records and predict patients' future events. Patient visiting numbers and the
uniqueness of codes highly correlated with the performance. The logical analysis by a medical
expert confirmed that Doctor AI mimics human doctors' predictive power and provides
diagnostic results that are clinically meaningful.
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